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Once again voicing the indignation of the people of 
Symi, though this time with stronger language, the Mayor 
has laid the blame for the isolation of Symi from Piraeus 
at the door of the Government’s Ministry of Mercantile 
Marine.  In a letter addressed to the Ministry and the 
media, Mr Papakalodoukas is very angry at the lack of a 
reliable direct ferry connection with the mainland.

He argues that the State is obliged to provide direct 
access for people and goods between Symi and Greece’s 
biggest port and that the failure of the Government in 
its obligation is having a real effect on the cost of living 
on the island. Much of the communication between the 
Minisitry and the shipping lines is behind closed doors, 
and Symi suffers while the Ministry fails to make them 
fulfil their statuary obligations.

While the Government, when put on the spot, appears 
to be interested in the Municipality’s suggestions 

We have had 
enough!

on how to improve matters, nothing has changed so 
far.  The people of Symi know full well that the State 
provides good services to other islands in the Aegean 
with populations and ports no larger than Symi’s, yet 
the will to offer the same to Symi seems non-exisitent.  
The usual excuse given by the ship-owners is that large 
ferries cannot stop at Symi because of the size of the 
harbour, yet this has been shown to be demonstrably 
false countless times in the past, including throughout 
all of the past Winter when the boats stopped several 
times a week without difficulty.  It is to be hoped that the 
ship-owners will abandon this tired excuse for refusing 
to stop at Symi, but until they do, Symi must continue 
to pay the price.

You can read the full text of the letter sent by Mayor 
of Symi on the 9th of April to both the Ministry and the 
media on Page 10.

Symi Animal Welfare
Before FAROS, the organisation that brings Greek vets 
to Symi many times a year to provide completely free 
surgery, vaccinations, advice and care, the only other 
organisation that devoted itself to the well-being of 
animals on Symi was Symi Animal Welfare (SAW), set 
up about a decade ago by some non-Greek residents with 
the aim of bringing British vets to Symi once-a-year to 
provide mass-neutering among the stray cat population. 
Despite any good intentions, it is very difficult to find 
anyone on Symi other than some of the non-Greek 
population who supports their activities. 
 The mass-neutering visits have remained little more 
than secretive cat-snatching sessions and have too 
often resulted in people’s pets being taken without their 
permission and no regard at all has been taken for the 
quite common feelings of people here on Symi who 
have difficulty with the whole notion of neutering cats. 
The anger of much of the population, who feel that they 
are being patronised by foreigners, can become quite 
palpable at times.  
 Last year’s massive (about 75 percent) decline in 
the cat population and the resulting increase in pests 
(mostly rats) showed many that the cats on Symi play an 
important role on the island. SAW’s vet visit last year was 
cancelled after FAROS and others declared themselves 
hostile to it, and this year, with cat numbers still low, the 
feeling remains that there is no place on Symi for mass-
neutering. The Mayor of Symi himself, in last month’s 
interview with The News of Symi, voiced the opinion of 
many when he asked for mass-neutering visits to stop. 
 It is with some disappointment, that FAROS has 
learned that SAW have contacted a British charity 
(GAWF, the surprisingly named Greek Animal Welfare 
Fund) that organises mass-neutering visits in Greece and 
have made arrangements for another mass-neutering visit 
on Symi in the near future. 
 As well as the people of Symi not wanting these 
unauthorised visits, the excuse that the low standards of 
hygiene used at them is the best that Symi can be offered 
is not true, and never was in the past. SAW’s neutering 
clinics have been run with instruments being boiled at 
100ºC for some minutes to clean them and then being 
dried on towels, the animals haven’t been properly 
anaesthetised nor have they been given oxygen or adequate 
monitoring during surgery. The surgeon has operated 
with bare hands and without a mask, untrained personnel 
have been allowed to watch (and have even participated 
in) operations, and surgery has been performed in rooms 
with open doors and windows. 
 FAROS operates general clinics that do not focus on 
neutering and are run under the strict guidelines of the 
University of Thessaloniki’s Department of Veterinary 
Medicine. All equipment is sterilised with an autoclave atAll equipment is sterilised with an autoclave at 
200ºC for two hours, all clinics have an attendant surgeon 
and anaesthetist who both wear face masks, the surgeon 
wears sterile gloves, all animals undergoing surgery are 
given constant care and monitoring by the  anaesthetist and 
are given oxygen throughout, and as soon as the moment 
of first incision arrives, all non-qualified people must leave 
the surgery and the door is shut. The University of Thes-
saloniki has been proud to offi-
cially adopt the FAROS clinics

Still waiting for a reliable ferry 
connection between Symi and Piraeus 

continued on Page 10
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USEFUL
NUMBERS

PUBLIC SERVICES

MUNICIPALITY	 																					2246370110
CULTURAL	CENTRE	 					2246360413
CITIZENS’	ADVICE	 					2246360400
WATER	COMPANY	(DEYAS)			2246070005
SOCIAL	SERVICES	 					2246360419
POLICE	 			 	 					2246071111
PORT	AUTHORITY																			2246071205
CUSTOMS	HOUSE																				2246071429
ELECTRICITY	COMPANY							2246071338
PHONE COMPANY (ΟΤΕ)        2246071212
POST	OFFICE	 																					2246071315

DOCTOR’S CLINICS
YIALOS																																					2246071290
HORIO	 																																				2246071316

DENTISTS
VOLONAKIS	H.	 																				2246071272
TSAVARIS	V.	 																				2246072050

PHARMACY
TSAVARIS	Y.		 																			2246071888

BANKS
NATIONAL																														2246072294
ALPHA																																					2246071085
DODEKANISOS	 																		2246071332

TRAVEL AGENTS
ANES	 																																		2246071100
KALODOUKAS	 																		2246071077
SYMI	TOURS	 																		2246071307

TAXIS
STAMATIS	 																		6945226348
GIORGOS	 																		6974623492
KOSTAS																																			6945252308
THANASIS	 																		6946568731
THODOROS	 																		6945531676
KOSTANTINOS																									6944105596
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Editorial
LAST m�nth’� fir�t e��iti�n ��� The News of Symi	
has	been	a	great	success.	On	Symi,	almost	all	of	the	
2,300	copies	of	 the	paper	were	snapped	up	 in	 little	
more	 than	a	week,	while	 at	 the	 time	of	writing	we	
have	had	almost	2,000	downloads	of	the	paper	from	
the	SymiGreece	website.	This	 is	 encouraging	news	
and	 we	 thank	 everyone	 for	 the	 positive	 response.	
Most	of	the	downloads	are	from	the	UK	and	the	USA	
but	also	a	large	number	from	Italy,	Germany,	and	the	
Scandinavian	countries.	We	remind	everyone	to	send	
us	 letters	 or	 emails	 to	 be	 published	 on	 any	 Symi-
related	subject.	With	the	2009	tourist	season	underway	
within	the	backdrop	of	a	precarious	global	economic	
climate,	there	is	bound	to	be	much	to	discuss	over	the	
coming	months	and	all	views	are	most	welcome.

MARCH’s	interview	with	the	Mayor	of	Symi	has	been	
the	source	of	much	discussion	here	on	Symi,	and	the	
second	edition	of	the	paper	aims	to	continue	this	trend.	
Among	 other	 news,	 in	 this	 month’s	 paper	 you	 can	
read	about	the	continuing	problems	with	the	ferry	link	
between	Symi	and	Piraeus,	an	article	about	the	eagerly	
awaited	new	 tourist	 season	as	well	 as	an	 important	
conference	 that	 takes	 place	 in	 Symi	 next	 month.		

YOU	can	also	read	about	aspects	of	animal	welfare	
on	Symi,	a	subject	 that	 seems	 to	occupy	 the	minds	
of	visitors	 and	 residents	 alike.	With	 the	creation	of		
FAROS	a	year	ago,	it	is	heartening	to	see	a	new	ethos	
being	developed	that	could	serve	as	a	model	for	many	
other	islands	too	small	to	have	resident	vets.

AS	April	is	the	month	of	Easter	this	year,	we	wish	all	
readers	a	pleasant	break	wherever	you	are.	In	Greece,	
the	most	important	time	of	the	year	will	be	celebrated	
in	 its	 usual	 style,	 with	 church	 bells,	 fasting	 before	
��ea�ting, firew�rk� an�� ��ynamite.

HAPPY	Easter	everyone!

Symi Municipal Radio 
102.1 FM and online 

www.anes.gr

On	the	evening	of	Wednesday	1st	April,	the	holy	icon	of	Osios	(Holy/
Saintly)	Savvas	arrived	on	Symi	from	Kalymnos	and	was	greeted	by	
the	Metropolitan	of	Symi	and	an	honour	guard	of	soldiers.	The	icon	is	
a	gift	from	the	Metropolitan	of	Leros,	Kalymnos	and	Astypalaia,	Mr.	
Paisis,	to	the	chapel	of	Osios	Savvas	in	the	church	of	Agios	Athana-
sios.	It	was	accompanied	on	its	journey	from	Kalymnos	by	the	Bishop	
of	Helicarnassus,	Mr.	Emanouil.	A	 convoy	of	 vehicles	 escorted	 the	
icon	around	the	harbour	and	up	to	Horio	where	it	was	met	by	a	crowd	
of	people	who	pressed	forward	to	kiss	it.	It	was	then	carried	through	
the	lanes	of	Horio	to	its	new	permanent	home	at	the	church	of	Agios	
Athanasios	where	the	church	bells	rang	and	the	Metropolitan	of	Symi	
���ficiate�� at a �ervice atten��e�� by a �arge number ��� w�r�hipper� a� 
well	as	by	the	civilian	and	military	authorities	of	the	island	(below).

Photos by SymiGreece.com

Each year �n Symi, fire� are �it ar�un�� the harb�ur ��r�m Pitini t� Harani a��ter night��a�� �n the ��ea�t ��ay ��� the Evage�i�m�� 
church (be��w). W�r�hipper� were gui��e�� by the fire� t� a �ervice at the church which i� ������we�� by firew�rk� an�� the 
eating	of	sugared	donuts.		The	following	day	was	a	national	holiday	throughout	Greece	to	mark	the	anniversary	of	Greece’s	
Independence	after	centuries	of	Occupation.	The	highlight	of	 the	day	for	onlookers,	was	 the	parade	of	young	children	
dressed	in	traditional	costumes	along	the	waterfront	in	Mouragio	(above).
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The new tourist season that has just started is being watched 
with great interest and anxiety here on Symi as well as the rest of 
Greece. The first few tourists have already appeared on the island 
and the first yachts have started to change the view in Yialos. 
The prospects for the 2009 tourist season are inevitably being 
influenced by the current economic climate and even though its 
effect on tourism is yet unknown, the panic and pessimism that 
have been created could increase pressure on the Tour Operators 
that would result in reduced income from tourism on Symi, even 
if there were no significant reduction in the numbers of tourists.  

According to the January edition of the Barometer of the World 
Tourism Organisation (UNWTO), global tourism is expected to 
stagnate or even fall during the year. However, there is a high level 
of uncertainty and much will depend upon developing economic 
conditions. According to projections, the uncertainty due to the 
economic crisis has directed tourists’ preferences towards “all 
inclusive” and “last minute” packages.

As a result, and focusing on Symi specifically, accommodation 
bookings do not seem to be very different compared to last year.  
However, last minute bookings will have a significant effect and 
will shape the end result as every year they account for a large 
proportion of the total bookings. On Rhodes, the expectation is 
for a drop of about 20% when it comes to income from tourism 
and if this prediction turns out to be true, it would probably mean 
a reduction in the number of day-tourists visiting Symi.

A valuable asset to Symi is “repeat tourism”, the return of 
previous visitors to the island.  For many years, this has granted 

Symi a measure of independence from Rhodes, but this 
year it is particularly necessary for Symi to attract back 
those visitors who have been coming for years, and not to 
disappoint them.  Symi must finally address the issues that are 
preventing tourists from including the island as part of their 
itinerary: the disproportionate (based on size and population) 

traffic problem, the expensive prices of 
the taxi boats and some accommodation, 
and an unacceptable level of hospitality 
from some businesses and people.  For 
example, the use of bangers and fireworks 
at Easter upsets many tourists not used to 
the custom, though with a little thought 
it should be possible for this to continue 
without people being disturbed or put in 
danger.

In order for the tourist businesses to 
cope with the economic crisis, the experts 
have given the following advice:
•   reduce spending
•   intensify marketing and advertising 
• offer better services and 
training of personnel
• go into new markets (e.g. 
“green” hotels, or hotels for 
people with special needs).

If the economic crisis is 
going to affect tourism for the 
next 2-3 years as many suggest, 
then Symi must attend to every 
detail and so promote itself for 
next year’s tourist season.  We 
must look after what we have.

QUIZZES by SIMOS #2
Solutions will be in the next edition of
The News of Symi. If you can’t wait, they are 
available online now at SymiGreece.com

DITLOIDS 
A ditloid is a mixture of letters and numbers. A letter represent a word beginning 
with that letter. So, for example, the ditloid “8 L on a S” has the solution “8 
Legs on a Spider”. They start easy and get progressively more fiendish. You can 
write your answers in the space provided. Enjoy!

1. 27 C in the EU
2. 10 Y in a D
3. 12 D of J
4. 20 F and T
5. 6 W of H the E
6. 50 W to LYL (PS)
7. 42 D on a P of D
8. 9 OGM for CL
9. 720 H in A
10. TI 0 LAD 0 ITW (SP)

NAGGAGRAM

A A R How many words of 4 or more letters can you find from 
these 9 letters? Each letter can be used once without 
plurals ending in s or names of people or places. Every 
word must contain the letter in the centre and be allowable 
in Scrabble. There is one 9-letter word to discover. 

P P L
L E W

Good: 23-28 words   V. Good: 29-34 words   Excellent: 35 words or more

PEOPLE SPOTTING 
Do you know who these famous people are?

Solutions #1 DITLOIDS: 3 sides on a triangle, 12 signs of the Zodiac, 32 pieces in a game of chess, 
1 flew over the cuckoo’s nest, 1440 minutes in a day, 7 Harry Potter books, 9 stripes on the Greek 
flag, 10 ditloids in this quiz, Another one bites the dust (Queen), 92 days from May to September. 
NAGGAGRAM: delicious diecious sluiced suicide coleus coulis escudo loused oscule sluice souled 
cloud clued coude could douce douse dulse ileus locus louie louis louse lucid ludic oculi ousel scudi 
scudo slued sulci clue cued cues duce duci duel leud lieu loud luce lude scud slue soul sued used. 
PEOPLE SPOTTING: George W. Bush,  Barack Obama.

Uncertainly about the new 
tourist season on Symi

BY IRINI GAZI With the recent bad weather and rainfall making it 
difficult for the the cleaning services to do their job, 
the Municipality is running against the clock to clean 
the island ahead of the Easter festivities.  

Apart from the Municipality’s own workers, 
contractors who work on public projects, M. Glarakis 
and M. Arziakaroglou, have put their staff at the 
disposal of the Municipality free of charge during the 
afternoon hours. 

After opposition was expressed by some 
councillors, the Municipality has decided not to cook 
lamb in the central square of Yialos as part of the 
Easter celebrations like in previous years. 

On Easter Sunday afternoon, after the traditional 
burning of Judas, there will be live music by Mary 
Linda, a well-known Greek singer. The night will end 
with a display of fireworks. 

Ingredients   
4 tablespoons of paprika, 2 tablespoons of cumin, 2 
tablespoons of chopped coriander, salt, black pepper, 
little chopped cress, olive oil, 2 lemons cut in four 
and four thighs with the bones removed and open in 
the middle.

Preparation  
Mix all the herbs together, add the olive oil to make a 
paste and spread it all over the meat. Put it in the fridge 
for 3-4 hours. Cook it under the grill or babecue for 
30-40 minutes according to taste, turning it once or 
twice. When cooked, cover with double foil and leave 
for 15-20 minutes before cutting into pieces.  Served 
with a nice green salad, you now have a tasty Easter 
meal.

Easter on Symi
BY DIMITRIS ChRySOChOOS

BY LEMONIA TSIRIMONA

Easter Recipe: Lamb 
Thighs with herbs
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by Christos Byron

FAROS celebrates its first birthday this month, and all 
involved are very proud of what has been achieved. A fund-
raising party was held at Syllogos restaurant  attended by 
the Mayor, the President of the Council, other  councilors 
as well as a large number of locals who enjoyed Lemonia’s 
wonderful dishes, danced and sang along with the live band 
(“To Synergeio”) who played for free for over 4 hours.

There was also a raffle to which Symi Businesses 
contributed 40 prizes. A big thank you to (in alphabetical 
order): Aegialis co-operative of Symi, ANES, Chrysochoos 
Jewellery, Couchi Gold, Eva cafe, Emporio super market, 
Fotini Attiti, Jodi beauty Therapy, Kantirimi bar, Kostas 
Kontos bookshop, Lefteris Kiriakakis shop, Nikos Psarros 
stores, Symi Tours, Taxas super market, The Earth Collection, 
and Village Net for their donations. We are pleased to report 
that after paying the restaurant fees,FAROS made €639.

between the 26th and 28th of March FAROS held its fourth 
clinic in Horio where a total of 34 animals were treated, some 
requiring major, life-saving operations. The total cost of the 
FAROS clinic in March was €907. The cost includes return 
plane tickets for the vets as well as re-stocking of the clinic 
with anesthetics, antibiotics, vaccines, blood tests etc. 

Since FAROS started in 2008 there have been two clinics 
in Horio and two in yialos, where anyone on Symi has been 
able to bring animals needing surgery, vaccination, blood 
tests, or advice, and all for free. In the 17 days of FAROS 

PO Box 41, Symi 85600 
Dodekanese, Greece

0030 6945821782
www.SymiGreece.com 

© SymiGreece.com

EXPATCAT    by Vasilakis # 2

on Symi, with com-
plete details of all ani-

mals seen and all procedures performed forming 
part of the Department of Veterinary Medicine’s 
formal records.  Symi deserves no less.

Despite the very different ways that FAROS 
and SAW go about their business, and despite 
the efforts to promote FAROS in The News of 
Symi, on the SymiGreece website, and around the 
island, there are still many who think that FAROS 
operates in the same manner as SAW, or indeed 
that FAROS is SAW!  There is often the need to 
explain that FAROS doesn’t take anyone’s animals 
without their permission and doesn’t mass-neuter, 
that FAROS is wholly Greek, and believes that 
animal welfare on Symi must belong to all the 
people of Symi, and not be dictated by a non-
Greek minority, whatever their good intentions.  

The damage that any more SAW mass-
neutering visits could do to the decreasing cat 
population here on Symi, the confusion about the 

identity of animal welfare organisations, the poor 
standards of SAW clinics, and the strong dislike of 
mass-neutering visits by the people of Symi, have 
led FAROS to believe that SAW should reconsider 
any future mass-neutering visits. After learning 
of SAW’s intentions to have a GAWF-sponsored  
mass-neutering session on Symi, FAROS wrote to 
them asking them to reconsider.   

After more than a week, FAROS have had no 
reply and so will be writing to GAWF, introducing 
FAROS and asking them not to come to Symi. 
Let’s hope they will accept that Symi is a modern 
island and manages very well without their 
charity. 

SAW claims to care about animals but has 
bought no stray cats to FAROS in all its four 
clinics in the past year. If they cannot use vets 
when they are on Symi, why do they exist at all?  
It seems that they have lost the point, or maybe as 
most of Symi’s people believe, they never had it 
in the first place.

We have had enough!!! 
We‘ve run out of patience.

Every day, we wait to hear official assurance in the newspapers and TV 
channels, as well as assurance given to us personally, that there will be an 
immediate solution to the problem of a direct ferry connection between Symi 
and Piraeus. It has been two months and still no solution.

Once again our Turkish neighbours will use big headlines in their newspapers 
to say that the Greek State is unable to serve its islands, with whatever this 
means for their propaganda.

The situation at the moment is out of control. It’s not just the passengers 
coming from Piraeus that are being greatly inconvenienced but also trade is 
suffering as no owner of a big lorry is prepared to be stuck on Symi for two 
or three days because of lack of transportation.  As well as this, the Ministry 
refuses to issue a subsidised licence for three return itineraries between Symi 
and Rhodes so that visitors as well as our trade needs can be served better.

This emotionally charged letter doesn’t aim to provoke you (we have done 
this many times in the past) into giving a solution, but to demand you do the 
obvious.

We hope this is the last time we have to write to you regarding this matter.
The Mayor

Lefteris Papakalodoukas

A year of success

Animal Welfare on Symi We Have Had Enough
continued from page 7

More ExPatCat at: www.SymiGreece.com/expatcat.htm

continued from Page 7

clinics, the vets have treated 166 animals, an average of about 
10 a day. During the past year FAROS has spent  a total of 
€6,541 and raised €5,254 from voluntary donations. 

We are grateful to our sponsors,  Kalodoukas Holidays 
for donating the accommodation for both the clinic and the 
vets, Symi Tours for donating boat tickets and transportation 
and EFG Design for donating the design and printing of the 
FAROS posters. Also, a big thank you to everyone who have 
made voluntary donations at the surgery as well as online 
enabling us to carry on with our work and of course the 
FAROS vets who once again have left their work to come to 
Symi and offer their services free of charge.

by WILL SAWYER

The 5th Greek Conference of Voluntary Blood Donation 
will take place between 15-17 May 2009 at Opera House 
hotel on Symi. About 250 delegates will stay on the island 
for the conference and this, apart from the importance of 
the conference itself, will be a stimulating injection to 
tourism of the island as it will take place shortly before the 
main tourist season begins. 

According to the timetable, the opening ceremony will 
take place on Friday 15th May at 19:00 and will be followed 
by a formal reception attended by the the delegates, the 
representatives of the political parties, and the Municipal 
and Prefecture authorities. Among other topics, delegates 
will discuss ways of promoting blood & bone marrow 
donation, and a national bank for placental blood. 

The President of the National Federation, Mr Christos 
Protopapas, sent an official letter to the Mayor of Symi 
asking him to be among the organisers of the conference. 

Conference on Symi
by Dimitris ChrysoChoos

# 2
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